THE DARK ART
OF FRAMING
JEFF MYERS
If you’re a movie buff, you’ve probably seen a picture of a director, thumbs joined together,
index fingers forming a square, showing the camera operator how to frame the shot.
The camera can’t see everything, right? The art of directing is framing every shot so the
audience sees exactly what the director wants them to see.
We all do something like this in making arguments, whether personal or political. It’s not
necessarily a bad thing. We only have so much time to make our points.
But there is a downside. Often arguments end up unfairly skewed by the information they
include or leave out. If you understand how framing works, you’ll have a better chance of
seeing through weak arguments and appreciating good ones.
Let’s look at some examples.
Take socialism. Socialism is enjoying renewed popularity, especially among young people.
Why is this, given the failure of the socialist model in places like the former Soviet Union,
Cuba, and Venezuela?
The answer is that socialism has been very cleverly framed by its proponents.
Socialism, we are told, is morally superior because it makes people “more equal.” Those who
have more than their fair share have to give it back. What could possibly be wrong with leveling
the playing field? Who’s against equality?
When framed that way, socialism is made to seem the only moral choice. So if you’re opposed
to it, you’re framed as regressive, selfish, and pretty much a jerk.
Another example of framing is the issue of religious freedom. The American Civil Liberties
Union website says that “The Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment gives you the right
to worship or not as you choose. The government can’t penalize you because of your religious
beliefs.”
It sounds good—but only because of the framing. The Constitution doesn’t speak about the
right to worship and to hold beliefs. Those are a given. The Constitution specifically defends
the free exercise of religion. And that means freedom to act on your religious beliefs and not to
be forced to violate them. And that also includes the right to influence others—just as secular
people can.
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Yet people who want to exercise their religion in these ways are framed as bigots. Martin
Castro, former chair of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights for the Obama Administration,
wrote that religious freedom is a “code word” for “discrimination, intolerance, racism, sexism,
homophobia, and Islamophobia.” So even if courts uphold your religious freedom, you’re still
a “hater.”
Speaking of hate, “hate speech” is another example of framing. “Hate speech is not free
speech” is a common refrain on college campuses. And what counts as “hate speech”?
Whatever people who say “hate speech is not free speech” find hateful. And that number is
growing at an alarming pace, according to several recent studies.
There are many other examples. People who question climate change policies are framed
as “science deniers”; people who oppose abortion—even late-term abortion in a healthy
pregnancy—are framed as “waging a war on women.”
So how does someone who wants to present the other side of these arguments deal with this
framing tactic?
First, reject biased framing. Now that you know what framing is, you’ll be able to spot it. That’s
half the battle. Say something like, “Do you think that’s the whole story? Let me suggest
another way of looking at it.”
Second, get yourself up to speed on the big issues. Don’t expect someone else to fight your
battles. Read up. Memorize some bullet points. You know what they’re going to say. You hear
their arguments all day in the major media and in your classrooms. But here’s where you
have an edge: it is unlikely they’ve ever heard your arguments. You might be surprised what
happens when they do.
Third, set some basic ground rules. Bury the insults: no name calling. General statements are
fine, but they need to be backed up with examples. Make it clear that you’re prepared to hear
their arguments. In turn, they have to commit to hear yours.
And then, may the best argument win. If nobody budges, that’s fine. You’ve had a respectful
exchange of ideas. If nothing else, that’s a victory for civil discourse—and we certainly could
use more of that!
Just don’t forget to look out for biased frames. They’re great for making movies, but not for
finding truth.
I’m Jeff Myers, president of Summit Ministries, for Prager University.
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